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DESCRIPTION
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a system and a method for radar detection of an 

object. More particularly, the invention relates to radar detection of an object by simultaneously 

transmitting a continuous-wave, CW, radar signal and a frequency modulated continuous- 

wave, FM-CW, signal or a multi-frequency, MF, radar signal.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

[0002] A number of radar detection systems are known, especially within the area of providing 

automobiles with radars for road traffic control.

[0003] In U.S. Pat. No. 5,731,778 is described an FM-CW radar, which is suitable for 

automotive anti-collision systems. This radar outputs a radar signal in the form of a triangular 

wave whose frequency is increased at a given rate and decreased at a given rate. A receiver 

receives a wave reflected from a target to produce a beat signal and takes the Fourier 

transform of the beat signal to determine peak frequency components thereof showing peaks 

in a frequency spectrum. The receiver also determines phases of the peak frequency 

components and selects at least one from the peak frequency components in a frequency

rising range wherein the frequency of the radar signal is increased and at least one from the 

peak frequency components in a frequency-falling range wherein the frequency of the radar 

signal is decreased, which show substantially the same phase to pair them for determining the 

distance to and relative speed of the target based on the frequency of the paired peak 

frequency components. However, for the system described in US Pat. No. 5,731,778 there is 

no transmission of a CW radar signal, whereby the system relies on the pairing of peak 

frequency components from the frequency-rising range and frequency-falling range leading to 

an ambiguity when determining target distance and speed.

[0004] In U.S. Pat. No. 5,325,097 is described a road vehicle radar system for discriminating 

between hazard and non-hazard targets within a predetermined zone. The described system 

uses a pair of frequency modulated continuous wave radar cycles, FM-CW, and a single 

continuous wave cycle, CW, in the generation of radar quantities for measuring target range 

and apparent target velocity. It is preferred to use a triangular FM-CW radar wave with an 

increase in frequency during a first cycle and a decrease in frequency during a second cycle. A 

FM-CW Doppler quantity may be determined from the received FM-CW radar signals and a 

CW Doppler quantity may be determined from the received CW radar signal. The Doppler 

quantities correspond to target velocities, and from the obtained FM-CW and CW Doppler 

quantities it is determined whether the target is a hazard or non-hazard target. In U.S. Pat. No. 

5,325,097, both a CW signal, which gives information on the target velocity only, and a FM- 
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CW, which holds information relating to the target velocity and distance, are used, thereby 

reducing the ambiguity when determining target velocity and distance. However, the FM-CW 

and CW signals are transmitted at different time cycles, so that the target observation must be 

divided into three time cycles, thereby reducing the sensitivity of the radar system. The issue of 

determining the range and velocity of multiple objects simultaneously was not addressed 

either, since the system was intended to provide detection only of the most prominent object in 

sight.

[0005] Document US 3,120,659 describes a moving target radar system wherein a FM-CW 

radar signal and a CW radar signal are transmitted simultaneously.

[0006] Document GB 2 380 682 A describes a CW radar system having three receivers 

wherein at least two receivers are arranged along a first receiver direction and at least two 

receivers are arranged along a second receiver direction different to the first receiver direction, 

in order to determine velocity and angular deviation of a target.

[0007] Document US 6,104,336 describes a FM-CW sequential lobing radar system tracking 

various targets in the frequency domain for each antenna beam.

[0008] Thus, there is a need for a radar detection system capable of providing unambiguous 

range and velocity measurements of one or more objects, especially of those travelling at 

supersonic velocities, while at the same time using a minimum of time cycles in order to 

increase the sensitivity of the system. A solution to such a radar detection system is provided 

by the system of the present invention.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] According to the present invention there is provided a radar system for detection of one 

or more objects according to claim 1.

[0010] Here, within a first aspect of the invention, it is preferred that: the radar wave 

transmitter is adapted for simultaneously transmitting a CW radar signal and a FM-CW radar 

signal; the first radar wave receiver is adapted for receiving CW and FM-CW radar signals 

reflected from one ore more objects present in a detection range of the radar system; the first 

CW mixer is a mixer for mixing CW transmission signals and reflected CW signals received by 

the first receiver to produce one or more first CW beat signals, each first CW beat signal 

relating to the velocity of an object; and the first FM-CW or MF mixer is a first FM-CW mixer for 

mixing FM-CW transmission signals and reflected FM-CW signals received by the first receiver 

to produce one or more first FM-CW beat signals relating to the distance o and the velocity of 

an object.

[0011] So, according to the first aspect of the invention there is provided a radar system for 

detection of one or more objects, said system comprising: a radar wave transmitter for 
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simultaneously transmitting a CW radar signal and a FM-CW radar signal; a first radar wave 

receiver for receiving CW and FM-CW radar signals reflected from one or more objects 

present in a detection range of the radar system; a first CW mixer for mixing CW transmission 

signals and reflected CW signals received by the first receiver to produce one or more first CW 

beat signals, each first CW beat signal relating to the velocity of an object; and a first FM-CW 

mixer for mixing FM-CW transmission signals and reflected FM-CW signals received by the 

first receiver to produce one or more first FM-CW beat signals, each first FM-CW beat signal 

relating to the distance to and the velocity of an object.

[0012] For systems of the invention wherein the radar wave transmitter is adapted for 

simultaneously transmitting a CW radar signal and a FM-CW radar signal, the FM-CW radar 

signal may be a saw-tooth or ramp modulated signal. Here, the ramp modulated signal may 

have an up-ramp waveform with an increase in frequency during the up-ramp period or a 

down-ramp waveform with a decrease in frequency during the down ramp period. Alternatively, 

the FM-CW radar signal may have a triangular shaped waveform with up-ramp periods having 

an increase in frequency and down-ramp periods having a decrease in frequency.

[0013] According to a second example, it is preferred that: the radar wave transmitter is 

adapted for simultaneously transmitting a CW radar signal and a MF radar signal; the first 

radar wave receiver is adapted for receiving CW and MF radar signals reflected from an object 

present in a detection range of the radar system; the first CW mixer is a mixer for mixing CW 

transmission signals and reflected CW signals received by the first receiver to produce one or 

more first CW beat signals, each first CW beat signal relating to the velocity of an object; and 

the first FM-CW or MF mixer is a first MF mixer for mixing MF transmission signals and 

reflected MF signals received by the first receiver to produce one or more first MF beat signals, 

each first MF beat signal relating to the distance to and the velocity of an object.

[0014] So, according to the second example there is provided a radar system for detection of 

one or more objects, said system comprising: a radar wave transmitter for simultaneously 

transmitting a CW radar signal and a MF radar signal; a first radar wave receiver for receiving 

CW and MF radar signals reflected from one or more objects present in a detection range of 

the radar system; a first CW mixer for mixing CW transmission signals and reflected CW 

signals received by the first receiver to produce one or more first CW beat signals, each first 

CW beat signal relating to the velocity of an object; and a first MF mixer for mixing MF 

transmission signals and reflected MF signals received by the first receiver to produce one or 

more first MF beat signals, each first MF beat signal relating to the distance to and the velocity 

of an object.

[0015] It is preferred that the radar system of the invention further comprises a second radar 

wave receiver for receiving reflected CW and FM-CW radar signals. Here, the first and second 

receivers may be arranged in the same plane. It is also within a preferred embodiment that at 

least the first and the second radar wave receivers are arranged along a first receiver 

direction. It is also preferred that the radar system of the invention further comprises a third 

radar wave receiver for receiving reflected CW and FM-CW radar signals, where the first, 
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second and third receivers may be arranged in the same plane. The radar system may also 

comprises a fourth radar wave receiver for receiving reflected CW and FM-CW radar signals, 

where the first, second, third and fourth receivers may be arranged in the same plane.

[0016] For a radar system of the invention having more than one receiver it is within a 

preferred embodiment that at least two receivers are arranged along the first receiver direction 

and at least two receivers are arranged along a second receiver direction, said first receiver 

direction being different to the second receiver direction. Here, the first and second receiver 

directions may be substantially perpendicular to each other.

[0017] It should be understood that it is also within the present invention that when the radar 

system comprises two or more radar wave receivers, the system may further comprise 

corresponding CW mixers and FM-CW mixers.

[0018] Thus, when the system has a first CW mixer, a first FM-CW mixer and a second 

receiver, the system may further comprise a second CW mixer for mixing CW transmission 

signals and reflected CW signals received by the second receiver to produce one or more 

second CW beat signals, each second CW beat signal relating to the velocity of an object, and 

a second FM-CW mixer for mixing FM-CW transmission signals and reflected FM-CW signals 

received by the second receiver to produce one or more second FM-CW beat signals, each 

second FM-CW beat signal relating to the distance to and the velocity of an object. When the 

system also has a third receiver, it may further comprise a third CW mixer for mixing CW 

transmission signals and reflected CW signals received by the third receiver to produce one or 

more third CW beat signals, each third CW beat signal relating to the velocity of an object, and 

a third FM-CW mixer for mixing FM-CW transmission signals and reflected FM-CW signals 

received by the third receiver to produce one or more third FM-CW beat signals, each third 

FM-CW beat signal relating to the distance to and the velocity of an object. When the system 

further has a fourth receiver, it may also comprise a fourth CW mixer for mixing CW 

transmission signals and reflected CW signals received by the fourth receiver to produce one 

or more fourth CW beat signals, each fourth CW beat signal relating to the velocity of an 

object, and a fourth FM-CW mixer for mixing FM-CW transmission signals and reflected FM- 

CW signals received by the fourth receiver to produce one or more fourth FM-CW beat signals, 

each fourth FM-CW beat signal relating to the distance to and the velocity of an object.

[0019] For systems of the invention comprising a CW mixer for producing a CW beat signal, 

the system may further comprise means for determining an object velocity or a relative object 

velocity of one or more objects based on at least part of the produced CW beat signals. It is 

within a preferred embodiment of the system that for each CW mixer there is corresponding 

transforming means for taking the Fourier transform of the beat signal(s) from said CW mixer. 

Here, the system may further comprise means for summing the Fourier transformed outputs 

corresponding to each of said CW mixer and for determining a number of CW peak 

frequencies from the summed Fourier transformed CW signals. The system may further 

comprise means for determining a CW object velocity based on a selected CW peak frequency, 

said CW object velocity corresponding to the velocity or the relative velocity of an object
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providing a Doppler frequency corresponding to the selected CW peak frequency.

[0020] For systems of the invention comprising one or more FM-CW mixers for producing 

corresponding FM-CW beat signals, it is preferred that for each FM-CW mixer there is 

corresponding transforming means for taking the Fourier transform of the beat signal(s) from 

said FM-CW mixer. Also here, the system may further comprise means for summing the 

Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to each of said FM-CW mixers and for determining 

a number of FM-CW peak frequencies from the summed Fourier transformed FM-CW signals.

[0021] According to an embodiment of the system of the invention, the radar wave transmitter 

is adapted for transmitting a FM-CW radar signal having a triangular waveform with the 

frequency being increased at a given first rate and decreased at said first rate, and wherein the 

radar system comprises: means for selecting from the determined FM-CW peak frequencies a 

pair of FM-CW peak frequencies corresponding to consecutive up- and down ramps of the 

transmitted FM-CW signal; means for determining a FM-CW object velocity based on the 

selected pair of FM-CW peak frequencies; means for comparing the determined FM-CW object 

velocity with one or more determined CW object velocities to thereby obtain a CW peak 

frequency corresponding to the selected pair of FM-CW peak frequencies; and means for 

determining an object distance from the selected pair of FM-CW peak frequencies or from the 

corresponding CW peak frequency and at least one of the selected pair of FM-CW peak 

frequencies.

[0022] For systems of the invention having at least two radar wave receivers, the system may 

further comprise means for detecting phase differences between corresponding reflected CW 

or FM-CW radar signals received by at least two different radar wave receivers.

[0023] For systems of the invention having receivers arranged along the first receiver 

direction, the system may further comprise one or more phase detectors for detecting, based 

at least partly on corresponding radar signals received by the receivers along the first receiver 

direction, one or more time or phase differences relating to a first object angular direction. For 

systems of the invention having receivers arranged along the first and second receiver 

directions, the system may further comprise one or more phase detectors for detecting, based 

at least partly on corresponding radar signals received by the receivers along the second 

receiver direction, one or more time or phase differences relating to a second object angular 

direction. For systems of the invention having one or more phase detectors, one or more of 

said phase detectors may be adapted for determining a phase difference based on at least two 

Fourier transformed outputs representing received radar signals corresponding to at least two 

receivers arranged along the same receiver direction, said received radar signals 

corresponding to the same transmitted radar signal.

[0024] According to an embodiment of the radar system of the invention at least two receivers 

are arranged horizontally besides each other. Hereby, a detected time or phase difference 

between corresponding radar signals received by the two horizontally arranged receivers may 

relate to an azimuth phase difference. It is also within an embodiment of the invention that at 
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least two receivers are arranged vertically above each other. Hereby, a detected time or phase 

difference between corresponding radar signals received by the two vertically arranged 

receivers may relate to an elevation phase difference. Thus, it is preferred that the radar 

system may have at least three radar receivers, with a first and a second receiver arranged 

horizontally besides each other, and a third receiver arranged vertically below the first or 

second receiver. It is further preferred that the radar system may have at least four receivers, 

with the first and second receivers being arranged horizontally besides each other, the third 

and fourth receivers being arranged horizontally besides each other, and with the third and 

fourth receivers being arranged vertically below the first and second receivers, respectively.

[0025] For systems of the invention having receivers arranged along the first receiver 

direction, then at least two receivers may be arranged along the first receiver direction, and the 

phase detecting means may be adapted to determine a first phase difference between 

corresponding reflected CW or FM-CW radar signals received by said at least two radar wave 

receivers arranged along the first receiver direction, said first phase difference relating to a first 

object angular direction. Here, the phase detecting means may be adapted to determine the 

first phase difference from at least two Fourier transformed outputs representing CW or FM- 

CW signals corresponding to the at least two receivers arranged along the first receiver 

direction.

[0026] When the system has two receivers arranged horizontally besides each other, the 

phase detecting means may be adapted to determine an azimuth phase difference between 

corresponding reflected CW or FM-CW radar signals received by said two horizontally 

arranged radar wave receivers. Here, the phase detecting means may be adapted to 

determine an azimuth phase difference between two Fourier transformed outputs representing 

CW or FM-CW signals corresponding to the two horizontally aligned receivers.

[0027] For systems of the invention having receivers arranged along the first and second 

receiver directions, then at least two receivers may be arranged along the second receiver 

direction, and the phase detecting means may be adapted to determine a second phase 

difference between corresponding reflected CW or FM-CW radar signals received by said at 

least two radar wave receivers arranged along the second receiver direction, said second 

phase difference relating to a second object angular direction. Here, the phase detecting 

means may be adapted to determine the second phase difference from at least two Fourier 

transformed outputs representing CW or FM-CW signals corresponding to the at least two 

receivers arranged along the second receiver direction.

[0028] When the system has two receivers arranged vertically above each other, the phase 

detecting means may be adapted to determine an elevation phase difference between 

corresponding reflected CW or FM-CW radar signals received by said two vertically arranged 

radar wave receivers. Here, the phase detecting means may be adapted to determine an 

elevation phase difference between two Fourier transformed outputs representing CW or FM- 

CW signals corresponding to the two vertically aligned receivers.
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[0029] For systems of the invention having at least two radar wave receivers and means for 

detecting phase differences between corresponding reflected CW or FM-CW radar signals 

received by two different radar wave receivers, it is preferred that the phase detecting means 

are adapted to determine a phase difference between two Fourier transformed outputs 

corresponding to a selected CW peak frequency, and to determine a phase difference between 

two Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to a selected FM-CW peak frequency.

[0030] For systems of the invention having four radar wave receivers with the first and second 

receivers being arranged horizontally besides each other, the third and fourth receivers being 

arranged horizontally besides each other, and with the third and fourth receivers being 

arranged vertically below the first and second receivers, respectively, it is preferred that the 

phase detecting means are adapted to determine an azimuth phase difference between the 

sum of the two Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to the first and third receivers and 

the sum of the two Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to the second and fourth 

receivers. It is furthermore preferred that the phase detecting means are adapted to determine 

an elevation phase difference between the sum of the two Fourier transformed outputs 

corresponding to the first and second receivers and the sum of the two Fourier transformed 

outputs corresponding to the third and fourth receivers.

[0031] For systems of the invention having phase detecting means and receivers arranged 

along the first and second receiver directions it is preferred that the phase detecting means are 

adapted to determine first and second phase differences for Fourier transformed outputs 

corresponding to a selected CW peak frequency, and for Fourier transformed outputs 

corresponding to a selected FM-CW peak frequency.

[0032] For systems of the invention having phase detecting means, it is preferred that the 

phase detecting means are adapted to determine azimuth and elevation phase differences for 

Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to a selected CW peak frequency, and/or for 

Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to a selected FM-CW peak frequency.

[0033] For systems of the invention having phase detecting means, the system may further 

comprise means for establishing and maintaining one or more CW track records corresponding 

to one or more objects, each track record comprising a number of detected CW peak 

frequencies as a function of time and further holding information of first and second angular 

directions as a function of time determined from measurements of corresponding first and 

second phase differences, or further holding information of azimuth and elevation angles as a 

function of time determined from corresponding azimuth and elevation phase measurements.

[0034] It is within an embodiment of the invention that the system further comprises predicting 

means for, based on a selected track record holding CW peak frequency information and 

information of first and second angular directions as a function of time, predicting for an object 

corresponding to said selected track record expected CW peak frequencies and information of 

first and second angular directions at a required time posterior to the time of the last stored 

peak frequency information of said selected track record.
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[0035] It is also within an embodiment of the invention that the system comprises predicting 

means for, based on a selected track record holding CW peak frequency information and 

azimuth and elevation angle information as a function of time, predicting for an object 

corresponding to said selected track record expected CW peak frequencies and azimuth and 

elevation angle information at a required time posterior to the time of the last stored peak 

frequency information of said selected track record.

[0036] It is also preferred that the system further comprises means for establishing and 

maintaining one or more FM-CW track records corresponding to one or more objects, each 

track record comprising a number of detected FM-CW peak frequencies as a function of time 

and further holding information of first and second angular directions as a function of time 

determined from measurements of corresponding first and second phase differences, or 

further holding information of azimuth and elevation angles as a function of time determined 

from corresponding azimuth and elevation phase measurements.

[0037] It is within an embodiment of the invention that the system further comprises predicting 

means for, based on a selected track record holding FM-CW peak frequency information and 

information of first and second angular directions as a function of time, predicting for an object 

corresponding to said selected track record expected FM-CW peak frequencies and first and 

second angular information at a required time posterior to the time of the last stored peak 

frequency information of said selected track record.

[0038] It is also within an embodiment of the invention that the system further comprises 

predicting means for, based on a selected track record holding FM-CW peak frequency 

information and azimuth and elevation angle information as a function of time, predicting for an 

object corresponding to said selected track record expected FM-CW peak frequencies and 

azimuth and elevation angle information at a required time posterior to the time of the last 

stored peak frequency information of said selected track record.

[0039] The system may furthermore comprise means for selecting from the CW track records 

and the FM-CW track records one or more pairs of CW and FM-CW peak frequencies having 

corresponding first and second angular directions or corresponding azimuth and elevation 

angles, and for determining from an obtained pair of CW and FM-CW peak frequencies an 

object velocity and a corresponding object distance.

[0040] For systems having means for determining object velocities and corresponding object 

distances, the system may further comprise means for establishing and maintaining one or 

more track records holding combined CW and FM-CW peak frequency information as a 

function of time for one or more objects having a velocity and distance determined from a pair 

of previously measured CW and/or FM-CW peak frequencies having corresponding velocities. 

Here, the system may further comprise predicting means for, based on a selected track record 

holding combined CW and FM-CW peak frequency information as a function of time, predicting 

for an object corresponding to said selected track record expected CW and FM-CW peak 
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frequencies at a required time posterior to the time of the last stored peak frequency 

information of said selected track record.

[0041] The system may also or alternatively comprise means for establishing and maintaining 

one or more track records holding combined CW and FM-CW peak frequency information and 

information of first and second angular directions as a function of time for one or more objects 

having a velocity and distance determined from a pair of previously measured CW and FM-CW 

peak frequencies having corresponding first and second angular directions. Here, the system 

may further comprise means for, based on a selected track record holding combined CW and 

FM-CW peak frequency information and information of first and second angular directions as a 

function of time, predicting for an object corresponding to said selected track record expected 

CW and FM-CW peak frequencies and information of first and second angular directions at a 

required time posterior to the time of the last stored peak frequency information of said 

selected track record.

[0042] The system may also or alternatively comprise means for establishing and maintaining 

one or more track records holding combined CW and FM-CW peak frequency information and 

azimuth and elevation angle information as a function of time for one or more objects having a 

velocity and distance determined from a pair of previously measured CW and FM-CW peak 

frequencies having corresponding azimuth and elevation angles. Here, the system may 

comprise means for, based on a selected track record holding combined CW and FM-CW peak 

frequency information and azimuth and elevation angle information as a function of time, 

predicting for an object corresponding to said selected track record expected CW and FM-CW 

peak frequencies and azimuth and elevation angle information at a required time posterior to 

the time of the last stored peak frequency information of said selected track record.

[0043] According to the present invention there is also provided a method of radar detection of 

one or more objects according to claim 27.

[0044] Here, according to the first aspect of the invention, it is preferred that the CW radar 

signal is transmitted simultaneously with a FM-CW radar signal; the receiving step comprises 

receiving CW and FM-CW radar signals reflected from one or more objects present in a radar 

detection range; the CW transmission signals and reflected CW signals received by the first 

receiver are mixed, via the first CW mixer, to produce one or more first CW beat signals, each 

first CW beat signal relating to the velocity of an object; and the FM-CW transmission signals 

and reflected FM-CW signals received by the first receiver are mixed, via a first FM-CW mixer, 

to produce one or more first FM-CW beat signals, each first FM-CW beat signal relating to the 

distance to and the velocity of an object.

[0045] So, according to the first aspect of the invention there is provided a method of radar 

detection of one or more objects, said method comprising: simultaneously transmitting a CW 

radar signal and a FM-CW radar signal; receiving, via a first radar receiver, reflected CW and 

FM-CW radar signals reflected from an object present in a radar detection range; mixing, via a 

first CW mixer, CW transmission signals and reflected CW signals to produce one or more first 
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CW beat signals, each first CW beat signal relating to the velocity of an object; and mixing, via 

a first FM-CW mixer, FM-CW transmission signals and reflected FM-CW signals to produce 

one or more first FM-CW beat signals, each first FM-CW beat signal relating to the distance 

and the velocity of an object.

[0046] For methods of the invention having simultaneously transmission of a CW radar signal 

and a FM-CW radar signal, the transmitted FM-CW radar signal may be a saw-tooth or ramp 

modulated signal. Here, the ramp modulated signal may have an up-ramp waveform with an 

increase in frequency during the up-ramp period or a down-ramp waveform with a decrease in 

frequency during the down ramp period. Alternatively, the transmitted FM-CW radar signal may 

have a triangular shaped waveform with up-ramp periods having an increase in frequency and 

down-ramp periods having a decrease in frequency.

[0047] According to the second example, it is preferred that the CW radar signal is transmitted 

simultaneously with a MF radar signal; the receiving step comprises receiving CW and MF 

radar signals reflected from one or more objects present in a detection range of the radar 

system; the CW transmission signals and reflected CW signals received by the first receiver 

are mixed, via the first CW mixer, to produce one or more first CW beat signals, each first CW 

beat signal relating to the velocity of an object; and the MF transmission signals and reflected 

the MF signals received by the first receiver are mixed, via a first MF mixer, to produce one or 

more first MF beat signals, each first MF beat signal relating to the distance to and the velocity 

of an object.

[0048] So, according to the second example there is provided a method of radar detection of 

one or more objects, said method comprising: simultaneously transmitting a CW radar signal 

and a MF radar signal; receiving, via a first radar wave receiver, reflected CW and MF radar 

signals reflected from one or more objects present in a radar detection range; mixing, via a first 

CW mixer, CW transmission signals and reflected CW signals received by the first receiver to 

produce one or more first CW beat signals, each first CW beat signal relating to the velocity of 

an object; and mixing, via a first MF mixer, MF transmission signals and reflected MF signals 

received by the first receiver to produce one or more first MF beat signals, each first MF beat 

signal relating to a distance to and the velocity of an object.

[0049] It is preferred that the method of the invention further comprises receiving, via a second 

radar receiver, said reflected CW and FM-CW radar signals. Also here, the first and second 

receivers may be arranged in the same plane. It is preferred that at least the first and second 

receivers are arranged along a first receiver direction. It is also preferred that the method of 

the invention further comprises receiving, via a third radar wave receiver, said reflected CW 

and FM-CW radar signals, where the first, second and third receivers may be arranged in the 

same plane. The method may also further comprise receiving, via a fourth radar wave 

receiver, said reflected CW and FM-CW radar signals, where the first, second, third and fourth 

receivers may be arranged in the same plane.

[0050] According to an embodiment of the invention, the method may use at least two 
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receivers being arranged along the first receiver direction and at least two receivers being 

arranged along a second receiver direction, said first receiver direction being different to the 

second receiver direction. Also here, the first and second receiver directions may be 

substantially perpendicular to each other.

[0051] For a method according to the first aspect of the invention using a first CW mixer, a first 

FM-CW mixer, and a second receiver, said method may further comprise: mixing, via a second 

CW mixer, CW transmission signals and reflected CW signals received by the second receiver 

to produce one or more second CW beat signals, each second CW beat signal relating to the 

velocity of an object; and mixing, via a second FM-CW mixer, FM-CW transmission signals and 

reflected FM-CW signals received by the second receiver to produce one or more second FM- 

CW beat signals, each second FM-CW beat signal relating to the distance to and the velocity of 

an object. For a method further using a third receiver, said method may further comprise: 

mixing, via a third CW mixer, CW transmission signals and reflected CW signals received by 

the third receiver to produce one or more third CW beat signals, each third CW beat signal 

relating to the velocity of an object; and mixing, via a third FM-CW mixer, FM-CW transmission 

signals and reflected FM-CW signals received by the third receiver to produce one or more 

third FM-CW beat signals, each third FM-CW beat signal relating to the distance to and the 

velocity of an object. For a method using a fourth receiver, the method may further comprise: 

mixing, via a fourth CW mixer, CW transmission signals and reflected CW signals received by 

the fourth receiver to produce one or more fourth CW beat signals, each CW beat signal 

relating to the velocity of an object; and a fourth FM-CW mixer for mixing FM-CW transmission 

signals and reflected FM-CW signals received by the fourth receiver to produce one or more 

fourth FM-CW beat signals, each fourth FM-CW signal relating to the distance to and the 

velocity of an object.

[0052] For a method of the invention using one or more CW mixers for producing 

corresponding CW beat signals, the method may further comprise determining an object 

velocity or a relative object velocity of one or more objects based on at least part of the 

produced CW beat signals. It is also preferred that for a method of the invention using one or 

more CW mixers for producing corresponding CW beat signals the method may comprise 

taking the Fourier transform of the beat signals from each CW mixer. Here, the method may 

further comprise summing the Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to each of said CW 

mixer, and determining a number of CW peak frequencies from the summed Fourier 

transformed CW signals. It is within an embodiment of the invention that the method further 

comprises determining a CW object velocity based on a selected CW peak frequency, said CW 

object velocity corresponding to the velocity or the relative velocity of an object providing a 

Doppler frequency corresponding to the selected CW peak frequency.

[0053] For a method of the invention using one or more FM-CW mixers for producing 

corresponding FM-CW beat signals, the method may further comprise taking the Fourier 

transform of the beat signals from each FM-CW mixer. Also here, the method may further 

comprise summing the Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to each of said FM-CW 

mixer, and determining a number of FM-CW peak frequencies from the summed Fourier
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transformed FM-CW signals.

[0054] According to an embodiment of a method of the first aspect of the invention, the 

transmitted FM-CW radar signal has a triangular waveform with the frequency being increased 

at a given first rate and decreased at said first rate, and the method further comprises: 

selecting from the determined FM-CW peak frequencies a pair of FM-CW peak frequencies 

corresponding to consecutive up- and down ramps of the transmitted FM-CW signal; 

determining a FM-CW object velocity based on the selected pair of FM-CW peak frequencies; 

comparing the determined FM-CW object velocity with one or more determined CW object 

velocities to thereby obtain a CW peak frequency corresponding to the selected pair of FM-CW 

peak frequencies; and determining an object distance from the selected pair of FM-CW peak 

frequencies or from the corresponding CW peak frequency and at least one of the selected 

pair of FM-CW peak frequencies.

[0055] For a method of the invention using at least two radar receivers it is within an 

embodiment of the invention that the method further comprises detecting phase differences 

between corresponding reflected CW or FM-CW radar signals received by two different radar 

wave receivers.

[0056] For a method of the invention using at least two receivers arranged along the first 

receiver direction, said method may further comprise detecting a time or phase difference 

between corresponding radar signals received by at least two of the receivers arranged along 

the first receiver direction, said time or phase difference relating to a first angular direction. For 

a method of the invention using at least two receivers arranged along the second receiver 

direction, said method may further comprise detecting a time or phase difference between 

corresponding radar signals received by at least two of the receivers arranged along the 

second receiver direction, said time or phase difference relating to a second angular direction. 

It is preferred that the detection of a time or phase difference is based on at least two Fourier 

transformed outputs representing received radar signals corresponding to at least two 

receivers arranged along the same receiver direction, said received radar signals 

corresponding to the same transmitted radar signal.

[0057] According to a preferred embodiment, the method may use at least two receivers being 

arranged horizontally besides each other, and the method may further comprise: detecting a 

time or phase difference between corresponding radar signals received by the two horizontally 

arranged receivers, whereby the detected time or phase difference of the horizontally arranged 

receivers may relate to an azimuth phase difference. It is also within an embodiment of the 

method of the invention that at least two receivers are arranged vertically above each other, 

and the method further comprises: detecting a time or phase difference between 

corresponding radar signals received by the two vertically arranged receivers, whereby the 

detected time or phase difference of the vertically arranged receivers may relate to an 

elevation phase difference. Thus, it is preferred that the radar system used for the method of 

the invention may have at least three radar receivers, with a first and a second receiver 

arranged horizontally besides each other, and a third receiver arranged vertically below the 
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first or second receiver. It is further preferred that the radar system may have at least four 

receivers, with the first and second receivers being arranged horizontally besides each other, 

the third and fourth receivers being arranged horizontally besides each other, and with the 

third and fourth receivers being arranged vertically below the first and second receivers, 

respectively.

[0058] For a method of the invention using at least two radar receivers, at least two receivers 

may be arranged along the first receiver direction, and the detection of phase differences may 

comprise determining a first phase difference between corresponding reflected CW or FM-CW 

radar signals received by said at least two radar wave receivers arranged along the first 

receiver direction, said first phase difference relating to a first object angular direction. Here, 

the detection of phase differences may comprise determining the first phase difference from at 

least two Fourier transformed outputs representing CW or FM-CW signals corresponding to at 

least two of the receivers arranged along the first receiver direction.

[0059] The method of the invention also covers embodiments wherein two receivers may be 

arranged horizontally besides each other, and the detection of phase differences may 

comprise determining an azimuth phase difference between corresponding reflected CW or 

FM-CW radar signals received by said two horizontally arranged radar wave receivers. It is 

preferred that the detecting of phase differences comprises determining an azimuth phase 

difference between two Fourier transformed outputs representing CW or FM-CW signals 

corresponding to the two horizontally aligned receivers.

[0060] For a method of the invention using at least two receivers arranged along the second 

receiver direction, the detection of phase differences may comprise determining a second 

phase difference between corresponding reflected CW or FM-CW radar signals received by 

said at least two radar wave receivers arranged along the second receiver direction, said 

second phase difference relating to a second object angular direction. Here, the detection of 

phase differences may comprise determining the second phase difference from at least two 

Fourier transformed outputs representing CW or FM-CW signals corresponding to at least two 

of the receivers along the second direction.

[0061] It is also within the present invention that two receivers are arranged vertically above 

each other, and the detection of phase differences comprises determining an elevation phase 

difference between corresponding reflected CW or FM-CW radar signals received by said two 

vertically arranged radar wave receivers. Here, the detecting of phase differences may 

comprise determining an elevation phase difference between two Fourier transformed outputs 

representing CW or FM-CW signals corresponding to the two vertically aligned receivers.

[0062] For a method of the invention using at least two radar receivers and comprising 

detecting phase differences between corresponding reflected CW or FM-CW radar signals 

received by two different radar wave receivers, it is preferred that the detecting of phase 

differences comprises determining a phase difference between two Fourier transformed 

outputs corresponding to a selected CW peak frequency, and determining a phase difference
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between two Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to a selected FM-CW peak frequency.

[0063] For methods of the invention using four radar wave receivers with the first and second 

receivers being arranged horizontally besides each other, the third and fourth receivers being 

arranged horizontally besides each other, and with the third and fourth receivers being 

arranged vertically below the first and second receivers, respectively, it is preferred that the 

detecting of phase differences comprises determining an azimuth phase difference between 

the sum of the two Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to the first and third receivers 

and the sum of the two Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to the second and fourth 

receivers. It is further preferred that the detecting of phase differences comprises determining 

an elevation phase difference between the sum of the two Fourier transformed outputs 

corresponding to the first and second receivers and the sum of the two Fourier transformed 

outputs corresponding to the third and fourth receivers.

[0064] For methods of the invention comprising detecting of phase differences, it is within an 

embodiment of the invention that the detection of phase differences comprises determining 

first and second phase differences for Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to a selected 

CW peak frequency, and for Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to a selected FM-CW 

peak frequency.

[0065] For methods of the invention comprising detecting of phase differences, it is also within 

an embodiment of the invention that the detecting of phase differences comprises determining 

azimuth and elevation phase differences for Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to a 

selected CW peak frequency, and for Fourier transformed outputs corresponding to a selected 

FM-CW peak frequency.

[0066] Here, the method may further comprise establishing and maintaining one or more CW 

track records corresponding to one or more objects, each track record comprising a number of 

detected CW peak frequencies as a function of time and further holding information of first and 

second angular directions as a function of time determined from measurements of 

corresponding first and second phase differences, or further holding information of azimuth 

and elevation angles as a function of time determined from corresponding azimuth and 

elevation phase measurements.

[0067] It is within an embodiment of the invention that the method further comprises, based on 

a selected track record holding CW peak frequency information and information of first and 

second angular directions as a function of time, predicting for an object corresponding to said 

selected track record expected CW peak frequencies and information of first and second 

angular directions at a required time posterior to the time of the last stored peak frequency 

information of said selected track record.

[0068] It is also within an embodiment of the invention that the method further comprises, 

based on a selected track record holding CW peak frequency information and azimuth and 

elevation angle information as a function of time, predicting for an object, which object 
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corresponds to said selected track record, expected CW peak frequencies and azimuth and 

elevation angle information at a required time posterior to the time of the last stored peak 

frequency information of said selected track record.

[0069] It is also preferred that the method comprises establishing and maintaining one or more 

FM-CW track records corresponding to one or more objects, each track record comprising a 

number of detected FM-CW peak frequencies as a function of time and further holding 

information of first and second angular directions as a function of time determined from 

measurements of corresponding first and second phase differences, or further holding 

information of azimuth and elevation angles as a function of time determined from 

corresponding azimuth and elevation phase measurements.

[0070] The method may further comprise, based on a selected track record holding FM-CW 

peak frequency information and information of first and second angular directions as a function 

of time, predicting for an object corresponding to said selected track record expected FM-CW 

peak frequencies and information of first and second angular directions at a required time 

posterior to the time of the last stored peak frequency information of said selected track record.

[0071] It is also within an embodiment of the invention that the method further may comprise, 

based on a selected track record holding FM-CW peak frequency information and azimuth and 

elevation angle information as a function of time, predicting for an object, which object 

corresponds to said selected track record, expected FM-CW peak frequencies and azimuth 

and elevation angle information at a required time posterior to the time of the last stored peak 

frequency information of said selected track record.

[0072] The method may furthermore comprise selecting from the CW track records and the 

FM-CW track records one or more pairs of CW and FM-CW peak frequencies having 

corresponding first and second angular directions or corresponding azimuth and elevation 

angles, and determining from an obtained pair of CW and FM-CW peak frequencies an object 

velocity and a corresponding object distance.

[0073] For a method comprising determination of object velocities and corresponding object 

distances, the method may further comprise establishing and maintaining one or more track 

records holding combined CW and FM-CW peak frequency information as a function of time 

for one or more objects having a velocity and distance determined from a pair of previously 

measured CW and/or FM-CW peak frequencies having corresponding velocities. Here, the 

method may further comprise, based on a selected track record holding combined CW and 

FM-CW peak frequency information as a function of time, predicting for an object, which object 

corresponds to said selected track record, expected CW and FM-CW peak frequencies at a 

required time posterior to the time of the last stored peak frequency information of said 

selected track record.

[0074] The method may also or alternatively comprise establishing and maintaining one or 

more track records holding combined CW and FM-CW peak frequency information and 
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information of first and second angular directions as a function of time for one or more objects 

having a velocity and distance determined from a pair of previously measured CW and FM-CW 

peak frequencies having corresponding first and second angular directions. Here, the method 

may further comprise, based on a selected track record holding combined CW and FM-CW 

peak frequency information and information of first and second angular directions as a function 

of time, predicting for an object corresponding to said selected track record expected CW and 

FM-CW peak frequencies and information of first and second angular directions at a required 

time posterior to the time of the last stored peak frequency information of said selected track 

record.

[0075] Furthermore, the method may also or alternatively comprise establishing and 

maintaining one or more track records holding combined CW and FM-CW peak frequency 

information and azimuth and elevation angle information as a function of time for one or more 

objects having a velocity and distance determined from a pair of previously measured CW and 

FM-CW peak frequencies having corresponding azimuth and elevation angles. Here, the 

method may further comprise, based on a selected track record holding combined CW and 

FM-CW peak frequency information and azimuth and elevation angle information as a function 

of time, predicting for an object, which object corresponds to said selected track record, 

expected CW and FM-CW peak frequencies and azimuth and elevation angle information at a 

required time posterior to the time of the last stored peak frequency information of said 

selected track record.

[0076] Other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will be more readily 

apparent from the detailed description of the preferred embodiments set forth below, taken in 

conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0077]

Figs. 1a, 1b and 1c are block diagrams illustrating a transmitter and a receiver of a combined 

CW and FM-CW radar system according to an embodiment of the present invention,

Fig. 2 shows a radar wave receiver according to an embodiment of the invention having 4 

receive antenna channels,

Figs. 3a and 3b are graphs showing the relative frequency spectrum of transmitted and 

received radar wave according to an embodiment of the invention,

Figs. 4a and 4b are graphs showing relations between waves transmitted and received by a 

radar system and beat signals for a static target and a moving target, when the transmitted 

signal is a ramp modulated FW-CW radar signal,

Figs. 5a and 5b are graphs showing relations between waves transmitted and received by a 
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radar system and beat signals for a static target and a moving target, when the transmitted 

signal is a triangular modulated FW-CW radar signal,

Figs. 6a, and 6b are block diagrams illustrating the processing of received radar signals using 

a radar system with 4 receive antennas according to an embodiment of the present invention,

Figs. 7a and 7b illustrate peak frequencies for received CW signals and FM-CW signals 

obtained by the processing illustrated in Fig. 6,

Fig. 8 illustrates a phase comparator for determining elevation and azimuth phase differences 

from received radar signals according to an embodiment of the present invention,

Fig. 9 shows an object velocity table being part the processing of received FM-CW radar 

waves for a triangular shaped FM-CW waveform according to an embodiment of the present 

invention,

Fig. 10 is a flowchart of a program for determining distances and velocity of radar detected 

objects for a triangular shaped FM-CW waveform according to an embodiment of the present 

invention, and

Fig. 11 is a flowchart illustrating a routine for obtaining a track record for radar detected objects 

holding information of detected CW and FM-CW peak frequencies and detected azimuth and 

elevation phase differences.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0078] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a transmitter 110, Fig. 1a, and a receiver 120, Fig. 

1b, of a combined CW and FM-CW radar system according to an embodiment of the present 

invention. The transmitter 110 has two modulators, MOD-, and MOD2, controlling the output 

frequency of two voltage controlled oscillators, VCO-| and VCO2. Output from the first 

modulator, MOD-,, is fixed and therefore the output frequency of VCO-| is also fixed at a 

frequency close to 10 GHz. Output from the second modulator, MOD2, is either an up-ramp, a 

down-ramp or a triangular signal. The second voltage controlled oscillator VCO2 outputs a 

corresponding frequency modulated signal close to 10 GHz, where the frequencies of the 

output signal is sweeping over a range of 1-150 MHz. The output frequencies from VCO1 and 

VCO2 are separated by at least 1 MHz. The VCO2 signal has a sweeping time or ramp 

repetition period Tr in the range of 10-100 mS. The frequency modulated output signal of 

VCO2 may be a ramp modulated signal, a triangular shaped signal having equal up-ramp and 

down-ramp time periods, or the VCO2 signal may have different up-ramp and down-ramp time 

periods. According to a first preferred embodiment, the VCO2 signal is a ramp modulated 

signal having a ramp repetition period Tr of 20 mS, a bandwidth BW of 50 MHz and a centre 
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frequency of 50 MHz. According to a second preferred embodiment, the VCO2 output signal is 

a triangular modulated signal having an up-ramp and a down-ramp period Tr of 20 mS, a 

bandwidth BW of 50 MHz and a centre frequency of 50 MHz.

[0079] Output from the first voltage controlled oscillator, VCO-|, is fed into a band pass filter, 

BPF-|, in order to remove unwanted frequency components. The output signal of BPF-|, LO-|, is 

a continuous wave, CW, radio frequency signal, which is fed through an adder 101, and 

amplified by an amplifier, 102, and emitted as a CW radar signal via an antenna 103.

[0080] Output from the second voltage controlled oscillator, VCO2, is fed into a band pass filter, 

BPF2, in order to remove unwanted frequency components. The output signal of BPF2, LO2, is 

a frequency modulated-continuous wave, FM-CW, radio frequency signal, which is fed through 

the adder 101, and amplified by the amplifier, 102, and emitted as a FM-CW radar signal via 

the antenna 103.

[0081] The receiver channel 120 includes an antenna 121 for receiving reflected radar signals 

with the output of the antenna being fed to a band pass filter 122, where the output of the filter 

122 is amplified via an amplifier 123. The output signal of the amplifier 123 is a radio frequency 

signal, RF, about the 10 GHz, which is fed to two IQ mixers, IQ MIX-i and IQ MIX2. Here, IQ 

MIX-i is a CW mixer, which mixes the transmitted CW signal, LO-|, with the received RF signal. 

The low frequency components of the output contain the beat signals relating to the velocities 

of the objects reflecting the CW signal. Other frequency components are removed by the 

following band pass filters 124, 125. The IQ MIX2 is a FM-CW mixer, which mixes the 

transmitted FM-CW signal, LO2, with the received RF signal. The low frequency components of 

the output contain the beat signals relating to the distance and velocity of the objects reflecting 

the FM-CW signal. Other frequency components are removed by the following band pass 

filters 126, 127.

[0082] An example of an IQ mixer is shown in more details in Fig. 1c. Here, the IQ mixer 130 

has two mixers 131, 132, each of which has as input the received RF signal and the 

transmitted CW or FM-CW signal. Furthermore, the IQ mixer 130 has an input LO, being either 

the LO-, signal or the LO2 signal, and via a phase shifter 133 the LO input is phase shifted 

about 90 degrees before being input to the mixer 132, when compared to the in-phase LO 

input to mixer 131. The resulting outputs are the in-phase output I from mixer 131 and the 

quadrature output Q from mixer 132. The mixers 131 and 132 shifts the input signals from the 

radio frequency range down to low frequencies, so that the output signals I and Q are in the 0 

to 1 MHz range.

[0083] For the CW mixer, IQ MIX-,, and the FM-CW mixer, IQ MIX2, of the receiver 120, the I 

and Q outputs are all filtered by corresponding band pass filters, 124, 125 and 126, 127, to 

thereby obtain the outputs h, Qi and I2, Q2·
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[0084] Each of the frequency components of the signals at the outputs l-| and Q-| corresponds 

to a beat signal resulting from the frequency difference between the transmitted CW signal and 

the signal reflected by an object with a radial velocity v with respect to the antenna.

[0085] This frequency difference is originated by the Doppler effect induced by the velocity of 

the object, being the relation between this velocity and the frequency of the beat signal given 

by:

(1)

where fcw is the the frequency of the beat signal (the Doppler shift), and Acw the wavelength of 

the transmitted CW signal.

[0086] A spectral analysis of the signals at the outputs l-| and Q-| serves to determine the 

amount and frequency values of the beat signals contained in them. This is achieved in the 

preferred embodiment of the invention by digitising the signals at the outputs H and Q-|, 

grouping them into (possibly) overlapping blocks of equal amount of samples and performing 

an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) to each block of samples. The frequency peaks observed in 

the resulting discrete spectra correspond to each of the beat signals present.

[0087] Each of the frequency components of the signals at the outputs I2 and Q2 corresponds 

to a beat signal resulting from the frequency difference between the transmitted FM-CW signal 

and the signal reflected by an object with a radial velocity v and a distance R with respect to 

the antenna.

[0088] This frequency difference is originated by linear frequency modulation of the 

transmitted signal and the Doppler effect induced by the velocity of the object, being the 

relation between the velocity and range of the object and the frequency of the beat signal given 

by:

(2)

for an up-ramp frequency modulation, and:

(3)

for a down-ramp frequency modulation, where ffm.up and ffm_dW are the frequencies of the beat 

signals with respectively and up-ramp and a down-ramp frequency modulation, BW/Tr is the 

sweep rate of the ramp, λ|=Μ is the wavelength corresponding to the centre frequency of the 

generated sweep, and c is the speed of light.

[0089] A spectral analysis of the signals at the outputs I2 and Q2 serves to determine the 

amount and frequency values of the beat signals contained in them. This is achieved in the 

preferred embodiment of the invention by digitising the signals at the outputs I2 and Q2, 

grouping them into (possibly) overlapping blocks of equal amount of samples and performing 

an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) to each block of samples. The frequency peaks observed in 

the resulting discrete spectra correspond to each of the beat signals present.
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[0090] When using a triangular waveform, it is possible to calculate the distance and radial 

velocity of an object if the frequencies of the FM-CW beat signals originated by this object in an

up-ramp and a down-ramp section of the transmitted waveform are known simultaneously. In 

such case, the radial velocity and range of the object can be evaluated as:

(5)p = -f )
BW 2 '"S f'”~V J fin~dw I

Expressions 4 and 5 assume that the radial velocity and range of the object remain constant 

for both ramps, which is already not true for the range if the radial velocity of the object is not 

null. It is therefore that, when dealing with objects with very high radial velocities, it is preferred 

to evaluate their range by making use of the expression:
T ci

Ό = r f ■

BW 2'

when the frequencies of the beat signals originated by the object in the CW and FM-CW 

channels during and up-ramp are known simultaneously, or:

BW 2 \ Jfni~dw λΓΜ Jcw) 

in the case of a down-ramp. The radial velocity is then calculated as:
v = 4^_. f

J CW

for both kinds of ramp.

(6)
k

(7)

(8)

[0091] The above expressions are especially suitable for a system like the one of the present 

invention, where a CW and an FM-CW signal are simultaneously transmitted, received and 

processed, and yield significantly more accurate results when the objects under observation 

present very high radial velocities with respect to the system.

[0092] It should be noted that transmitter 110 and the receiver 120 may have separate 

antennas 103, 121, but they may also share a single, common antenna. In Fig. 1 there is 

shown one receive antenna channel 120 having a receive antenna 121, but by having several 

receive antenna channels, with the corresponding receive antennas arranged in the same 

plane, it is possible to detect phase differences between corresponding reflected radar signals 

received by different receive antennas. For a preferred radar system according to the present 

invention, there are two receive antennas arranged horizontally besides each other and two 

receive antennas arranged vertically above each other. This requires 3 receive antenna 

channels. However, in another preferred embodiment there are 4 receive antenna channels 

with the receive antennas 1, 2, 3, 4 arranged as illustrated in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, azimuth phase 

differences can be detected from the signals received by the horizontally arranged antennas 1 

and 2 and similarly from the signals received by antennas 3 and 4. Accordingly, elevation 

phase differences can be detected from the signals received by the vertically arranged 

antennas 1 and 3 and similarly from the signals received by antennas 2 and 4. The 4 receive 

antennas 1, 2, 3, 4 in Fig. 2 may be used as a single transmit antenna 103 for the transmitter
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110.

[0093] It should be understood that when performing a radar detection of an object according 

to the present invention using a radar system having a transmit antennae and one or more 

receive antennas arranged in the same plane and being arranged relatively close to each 

other, then an object velocity determined by the use of such a radar system relates to a radial 

velocity of the object. Furthermore, if the radar system is moving, then the object velocity 

relates to the relative, radial velocity of the object. The radial object velocity may be given as 

the velocity substantially in the direction of a line going from the centre of the object to the 

centre of the antenna system.

[0094] The relationship between the angle of arrival of a reflected signal, and the phase 

difference between the signals received by two antennas separated by a known distance, is 

given by the expression:

?? = —·ί/·δΐφ) (9)

where φ is the phase difference between the signals received by each antenna, d is the 

distance between the antennas, and θ is the angle of incidence of the incoming signal with 

respect to the axis along which the antennas are aligned. The phase difference between the 

signals received by two sets of antennas arranged horizontally will yield the azimuth location 

with respect to the system of the object originating such signal. The phase difference between 

two sets of antennas arranged vertically will provide the elevation location with respect to the 

system of the referred object.

[0095] Figs. 3a and 3b are graphs showing the relative frequency spectrum of the radar signal 

transmitted by the transmitter 110 and received by the receiver 120 for a static target or object, 

see Fig. 3a, and a moving target or object, see Fig. 3b. The transmitted spectrum consists of 

two signals, a CW and a FM-CW signal, whose centre frequencies are denoted by f1 and f2 in 

the figure. The CW signal is a sinusoid of constant amplitude and frequency. When this signal 

impinges on a moving target, the reflected signal collected by the receiver will be shifted in 

frequency with respect to the transmitted signal by an amount fj related to the radial velocity of 

the target with respect to the system. This is indicated in the figure by the dashed tone 

depicted in Fig. 3b. The FM-CW signal is sinusoid of constant amplitude whose frequency is 

modulated by either a saw-tooth or a triangle shaped signal, as shown in figures 4 and 5. If the 

product of the swept frequency range and the sweep time is sufficiently high, the frequency 

spectrum of the transmitted signal approximates a pedestal whose width is the swept 

frequency range. When the signal impinges on a moving target, the spectrum of the received 

signal will also be shifted in frequency by an amount similar to the one experienced by the CW 

signal. In Fig 3b, the transmitted FM-CW spectrum is outlined by a solid line, while that of the 

received signal is outlined by a dashed line.

[0096] Figs. 4a and 4b are graphs showing relations between waves transmitted and received 

by the radar system 110, 120 and beat signals for a static target, see Fig. 4a, and a moving 

target, see Fig. 4b, when the transmitted signal is a ramp modulated FW-CW radar signal. For 
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the moving target or object of Fig. 4b there is a Doppler frequency as indicated by fj and the 

frequency of the up-ramp beat signal ffm.up is changed in accordance with the Doppler 

frequency fj. In Figs. 4a and 4b the bandwidth of the FM-CW signal is indicated by BW and the 

repetition period is indicated by Tr.

[0097] Figs. 5a and 5b are graphs showing relations between waves transmitted and received 

by the radar system 110, 120 and beat signals for a static target, see Fig. 5a, and a moving 

target, see Fig. 5b, when the transmitted signal is a triangular modulated FW-CW radar signal. 

For the moving target or object of Fig. 5b there is a Doppler frequency as indicated by fj and 

the frequency of the up-ramp beat signal ffm_Up is lowered in accordance with the Doppler 

frequency fj, while the frequency of the down-ramp beat signal ffm_dw is increased in 

accordance with the Doppler frequency. In Figs. 5a and 5b the bandwidth of the FM-CW signal 

is indicated by BW and the up-ramp period, which is equal to the down-ramp period, is 

indicated by Tr.

[0098] When a single target or object is detected, a single frequency component of the beat 

signal appears for the CW signal and a single frequency component of the beat signal appears 

for each of the frequency rising and frequency falling ranges of the FM-CW signal. However, 

when a plurality of objects are detected, beat signal frequency components of a number equal 

to the number of objects appear for the CW signal and for both the frequency rising and 

frequency falling ranges of the FM-CW signal.

[0099] Figs. 6a, and 6b are block diagrams illustrating the processing of received radar signals 

using a radar system with 4 receive antennas and 4 corresponding receiver channels, with the 

4 antennas being arranged as illustrated in Fig. 2. In Fig. 6a, the signals Ch1 I-, and Ch1 Q-, 

are the 11 and Q1 outputs from the first receiver channel, having frequency components 

corresponding to beat signals resulting from the frequency difference between the transmitted 

CW signal and reflected CW signals received by the first radar signal receiver. In the same 

way, the signals Ch2 I-, and Ch2 Q-, are the 11 and Q1 outputs from the second receiver 

channel, the signals Ch3 l-| and Ch3 Q-| are the 11 and Q1 outputs from the third receiver 

channel, and the signals Ch4 I-, and Ch4 Q-, are the 11 and Q1 outputs from the fourth receiver 

channel. Each signals of the 4 pairs of 11 and Q1 signals are digitised by corresponding A/D 

converters, and the digitised Q1 signal is brought on the imaginary form jQ 1 by a corresponding 

"x j" multiplication unit. Each pair of corresponding digital 11 and jQ 1 signals are summed via a 

summation unit, and a FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) is performed on each of the 4 summed 

11 + jQ1 signals, to thereby obtain 4 corresponding FFT signal outputs. These 4 FFT outputs 

are summed, and the summed FFT signal, which contains information of summed CW Doppler 

frequency shifts, is fed to a peak detector. The output of the peak detector, which corresponds 

to the frequency peaks of the CW beat signals, is stored in a storage unit.

[0100] Using the above given equation (8), a CW peak object velocity can be determined and 

stored for each stored CW peak frequency.
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[0101] The 4 FFT outputs for the CW radar signals are further fed into a phase comparator, 

see Fig. 8, in order to determine azimuth and elevation phase differences from the radar 

signals received by the 4 receive antennas corresponding to the detected and stored CW 

frequency peaks.

[0102] Similar to the CW signal processing illustrated in Fig. 6a, the processing of the received 

FM-CW radar signals is illustrated in Fig. 6b. In Fig. 6b, signals Ch1 I2 and Ch1 Q2 are the I2 

and Q2 outputs from the first receiver channel, having frequency components corresponding to 

beat signals resulting from the frequency difference between the transmitted FM-CW signal 

and reflected FM-CW signals received by the first radar signal receiver. In the same way, the 

signals Ch2 I2 and Ch2 Q2 are the I2 and Q2 outputs from the second receiver channel, the 

signals Ch3 I2 and Ch3 Q2 are the I2 and Q2 outputs from the third receiver channel, and the 

signals Ch4 I2 and Ch4 Q2 are the I2 and Q2 outputs from the fourth receiver channel. Each 

signals of the 4 pairs of I2 and Q2 signals are digitised by corresponding A/D converters, and 

the digitised Q2 signal is brought on the imaginary form jQ2 by a corresponding "x j" 

multiplication unit. Each pair of corresponding digital 12 and jQ2 signals are summed via a 

summation unit, and a FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) is performed on each of the 4 summed 

12 + jQ2 signals, to thereby obtain 4 corresponding FFT signal outputs. These 4 FFT outputs 

are summed, and the summed FFT signal, which contains information of summed FM-CW 

Doppler frequency shifts, is fed to a peak detector. Also here, the output of the peak detector, 

which corresponds to the frequency peaks of the FM-CW beat signals, is stored in a storage 

unit.

[0103] Again, the 4 FFT outputs for the FM-CW radar signals are further fed into a phase 

comparator in order to determine azimuth and elevation phase differences from the radar 

signals received by the 4 receive antennas corresponding to the detected and stored FM-CW 

frequency peaks.

[0104] In Fig. 7a are shown peak frequencies corresponding to received CW signals, while in 

Fig. 7b peak frequencies corresponding to received FM-CW signals are shown.

[0105] The operation of the phase comparator of Figs. 6a and 6b is illustrated in Fig. 8. Here, 

the outputs of the 4 FFT channels are denoted Ch1 FFT, Ch2 FFT, Ch3 FFT and Ch4 FFT, 

respectively. The Ch1 FFT and Ch2 FFT signals are summed 81, with the summed signal 

providing a first input to an elevation phase comparator 83, and the Ch3 FFT and Ch4 FFT 

signals are summed 82, thereby providing a second input to the elevation phase comparator 

83. The comparator subtracts the arguments of the added FFT results of each input 

corresponding to the same frequency bin, and obtains for each frequency a phase difference 

which is related to the measured angle of incidence in elevation of each received signal 

according to equation (9) (being the distance between the two antenna sets along the vertical 

axis whose outputs are summed). The output of the elevation phase comparator is fed to a 

peak selection unit 84, which further has as input the frequency location of the corresponding 

CW peaks or FM-CW peaks. From the unit 84 elevation phase differences corresponding to 
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the frequencies, for which a peak has been detected, are being outputted, which elevation 

phase differences are then stored in a storage unit. In the same way, the Ch1 FFT and Ch3 

FFT signals are summed 85, with the summed signal providing a first input to an azimuth 

phase comparator 87, and the Ch2 FFT and Ch4 FFT signals are summed 86, thereby 

providing a second input to the azimuth phase comparator 87. The comparator subtracts the 

arguments of the added FFT results of each input corresponding to the same frequency bin, 

and obtains for each frequency a phase difference which is related to the measured angle of 

incidence in azimuth of each received signal according to equation (9) (being the distance 

between the two antenna sets along the horizontal axis whose outputs are summed). The 

output of the azimuth phase comparator is also fed to the peak selection unit 84, from which 

unit 84 elevation phase differences corresponding to the detected peak frequencies are being 

outputted to be stored in a storage unit.

[0106] From the signal processing illustrated in Fig. 6a, 6b and 8, stored values are obtained 

for the CW peak signals and the corresponding CW object velocities and CW elevation and 

azimuth phase differences. Stored values are also obtained for the FM-CW peak signals and 

the corresponding elevation and azimuth phase differences. However, the range of or distance 

to detected objects still needs to be determined.

[0107] One method of determining the object range R when transmitting a triangular shaped 

FM-CW waveform is illustrated in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9 is shown a velocity table, which on the 

horizontal scale has peak frequencies ffm.up corresponding to the FM-CW up-ramp 

frequencies, and on the vertical scale has peak frequencies ffm_dw corresponding to the FM- 

CW down-ramp frequencies. For each pair of ffm_Upi and ffm-dwj frequencies, a corresponding 

object velocity vy is determined by use of equation (4) and stored. The stored velocities vj are 

now compared with previously stored CW object velocities. These velocities are calculated as 

the average of the velocities associated to CW peak frequencies originated during each ramp 

from the same object or target. When there is a match between a FM-CW velocity vy and a CW 

velocity, the up and down ramp peak frequencies ffm.upj and ffm-dwj corresponding to the 

matched velocity vy, are then regarded as originated by the same target, which is the target 

giving rise to the matching CW velocity, and the range R and velocity v can be determined by 

use of equations (5) or (6)/(7), and (8). The determined range R and velocity v are then stored 

as a merged peak, which summarizes the information from the CW and FM-CW channels 

relative to that target.

[0108] The above described method of determining object ranges R for a triangular shaped 

FM-CW waveform is further illustrated in the flow chart of Fig. 10. It describes a routine, which 

is intended as a pre-processing step for the peaks originated when a triangular FM-CW 

waveform is employed before they are sent to a tracking routine 13. Its objective is to provide a 

solution to the range-velocity ambiguity by making use of the properties of the kind of 

waveform described by equations (4) through (8). It is assumed that the CW and FM-CW peak 

frequencies have been detected and stored previously. If a ramp or saw-tooth shaped FM-CW 

waveform is being used, all peaks are directly sent to the tracking routine 13. In step 1, the 
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FM-CW peak frequencies from the immediately previous ramp (either an up-ramp or a down

ramp) are recovered. Next, in step 2, a velocity table is built based on the frequencies of the 

FM-CW peaks from the current and immediately previous ramp. For the table to make any 

sense, the sign of the two ramps must be opposite. In step 3 and 4, the velocities associated to 

CW peak frequencies detected during the immediately previous ramp are recovered, and 

compared to the velocities associated to the CW peak frequencies detected during the current 

ramp. In step 5, velocity pairs are formed with those velocities associated to CW peaks from 

different ramps, which are sufficiently similar, the similarity criteria being defined by the ramp 

period and the expected maximum acceleration of the targets. The average of the CW 

velocities in each pair, step 6, defines a candidate velocity, this is, a velocity, which is assumed 

to correspond to a firm target. In step 7, the candidate CW velocities are compared with the 

FM-CW velocities in the velocity table, and, in step 8, pairs of FM-CW and CW peak 

frequencies corresponding to matched FM-CW and CW velocities are selected. In step 9 

corresponding pairs of FM-CW and CW frequency peaks for the current ramp are merged into 

a single peak with an unambiguous velocity and range calculated by making use of equations 

(6)/(7), depending on the sign of the current ramp, and equation (8). Finally, step 10, the 

current CW and FM-CW peak frequencies are stored for the next iteration and sent to the 

tracking routine 13 together with the merged peaks (which substitute the original pair of CW 

and FM-CW peaks and will not be used by the tracking routine).

[0109] Fig. 11 is a flowchart illustrating a tracking routine corresponding to the tracking routine 

13 of Fig. 10. The routine of Fig. 11 is in charge of obtaining track records for radar detected 

objects, with the records holding the history of range, velocity, azimuth and elevation 

measurements provided by the CW and FM-CW peaks assigned to each track, as determined 

by the routine. The routine takes as input data the last set of peaks extracted by the previous 

stages of the processing system. It starts by checking, step 1, whether there are currently track 

records being maintained by the routine, corresponding to objects being tracked by the radar. 

If this is the case, step 2, it is determined for each track record how long time has elapsed 

since the track last received a measurement update. If that time is longer than a predefined 

deletion time, typically a few seconds, the track record is no longer regarded as representing a 

real object being tracked by the system, and it is removed from the list of active track records 

maintained by the routine.

[0110] For each of the remaining tracks, step 4, the values of the frequencies, where the next 

CW and FM-CW peaks to be assigned to the track record are expected to appear, are 

calculated. This calculation is made on the basis of the history of measurements previously 

received by the track by means of a Kalman filter or any other estimation procedure. As a 

result of the estimation procedure, a centre value for each of the expected frequencies is 

obtained together with an expected accuracy. The estimated centre frequencies and their 

associated accuracies are used to construct peak association gates of each active track. Each 

gate defines the interval of CW or FM-CW peak frequencies where the next peaks to be 

assigned to a track are expected to appear. As a result of the estimation procedure, each track 

will be given up to two association gates, one for the expected CW peak frequency and the 

other one for the expected FM-CW peak frequency.
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[0111] In the preferred embodiment of the invention Kalman filters are employed as means to 

improve the accuracy of the velocity and range estimation and permit calculation of the velocity 

and range association gates. A Kalman filter is defined by the following elements:

• A state vector x(t), which contains the values of the magnitudes to be estimated (range, 

velocity and their derivatives) at an instant t.

• A covariance matrix P(t), which describes the estimated covariance of the estimates 

contained in the state vector at an instant t.

• A propagation matrix Φ(ΔΤ), which serves to estimate the values of the state vector after 

a given time ΔΤ.

• A measurement vector z, which represents the input measured magnitudes from which 

the estimates of the Kalman filter are extracted (the measured CW and FM-CW 

frequencies).

• A measurement matrix H, which relates the expected measured magnitudes to a given 

value of the state vector.

• A measurement error covariance R which represents the expected mean square errors 

of the measured frequencies.

• A measurement covariance S which represents the final covariance of the estimated 

measured frequencies in z.

Given the state vector corresponding to a track record at a determined instant t, the expected 

values of the state vector after a time ΔΤ are calculated as:
4 + ΔίΓ) = Φ(ΔΤ)·Χί) (10)

where the superscript" indicates that the estimated values of the state vector are calculated 

before the addition of the possible new measurements incorporated to the track record at time 

t+ΔΤ. The estimated covariance of the propagated state vector is calculated as:
ρ(ί + Δ7") = Φ(ΔΤ) ·Ρ(ψφτ(ΔΤ) (11)

where the superscript7 denotes matrix transposition. From the propagated state vector, the 

values of the expected measured magnitudes and their covariance are estimated as:

4 + A7-)=ff4 + Ar)
s(t+ÅT~) = H--p(t + ÅT-)-HT +R

The diagonal of the covariance matrix S contains the expected variance of the estimated 

frequencies and are used to define the range of frequency values which the corresponding 

association gate will cover. Being z-| the first element of the measurement vector z, and Sn the 

first element of the diagonal of S (the expected variance of the measurement z-|), the range of 

frequencies that must be covered by the association gate will be:

fø-k-js^^+k·^) (13)

where k will take the value 2.6 if measurement is to be found inside the gate with a 99% 

probability when a Gaussian distribution is assumed for the estimated variable. If a new 

measurement is found inside the association gate, it will be incorporated to the current state of 

the filter by use of:

4 + ΔΤ) = 4 + Δ7”)+ p(t + Δ7”)·HT ·S'1 \m-H-x(t + ΔΓ"))
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^[ί + ΔΓ) = ^+Ά1 )-^\ί + ΔΊ )·Η' Λ ‘ ■/1 ■ ly + Δ.Τ )

where m represents the vector containing the newly found peak frequencies which are 

incorporated to the track record and which serves to update the estimates contained by the 

state vector.

[0112] When only CW peak frequencies are available, the state vector can only consist of the 

radial velocity of the object and its radial acceleration, while the measurement vector will only 

contain the expected CW peak frequency. In this case, the form of the necessary propagation 

and measurement matrix will be:

(15)

[0113] When only FM-CW peak frequencies are available, the state vector can only contain the 

slant range to the object and its radial velocity. In this case, the measurement vector will 

consist of the expected FM-CW peak frequency and the propagation and measurement

matrixes will be of the form:

φ(δγ)=
1 ΔΓ

0 1

+ 2 BW_ 
~C Tr

(16)

where the sign of the first element of H will be that corresponding to the sign of the next

transmitted frequency ramp, according to equations (2) and (3).

[0114] When both CW and FM-CW peak frequencies are available, the state vector can 

represent the slant range, radial velocity and radial acceleration of the object. The 

measurement vector will contain both the expected CW and FM-CW peak frequencies and the

propagation and measurement matrixes become:

1
φ(δτ)= 0

0

ΔΤ

1

0

ΔΤ2/2

ΔΤ

1

2
^FM

— 0
/)7

(17)

The centre and aperture of the association gate for the FM-CW peak frequency will 

respectively be given by the first element of the measurement vector and the first element of 

the diagonal of the resulting measurement association covariance matrix. The centre and

aperture of the association gate for the CW peak frequency will respectively be given by the 

second element of the measurement vector and the second element of the diagonal of the

resulting measurement association covariance matrix.

+ 2 W
“/ Tr

0

0
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[0115] There will in general be three kinds of track records maintained by the tracking routine: 

records which have only been assigned CW peaks, records which have only been assigned 

FM-CW peaks and records which have been assigned both CW and FM-CW peaks. As a result 

of this, those records with only CW or FM-CW peaks can only be given one association gate 

corresponding to the next expected CW or FM-CW peak frequency. In general, none of these 

track records will contain accurate range and velocity measurements since none of their peaks 

could be associated with the complementary CW or FM-CW peak, which serves to resolve the 

range-velocity ambiguity. This is especially true when a saw-tooth or ramp shaped FM-CW 

waveform is employed in the system, since the association procedure described in the flow 

chart of Fig. 10 cannot be employed. However, if it is taken into account that a real object 

being observed by the radar will in general give rise to a track record of CW peaks and another 

one of FM-CW peaks the problem can be circumvented as explained below.

[0116] In step 5 of the routine, the CW and FM-CW peaks are assigned to the corresponding 

tracks according to the location of their association gates. If inside the association gate of a 

track only one peak appears, the peak and its associated measurements will be assigned that 

track and the track record updated. If one or more peaks fall into the gates of one or more 

tracks, the final association of peaks to tracks will have to be determined by means of an 

additional criterion, such as assigning to each track the peak located closer to the centre of its 

association gate or similar. Peaks which do not fall into the association gate of any track are 

later used to initiate new track records, steps 9 to 11, attending to whether they are CW peaks, 

FM-CW peaks, or peaks resulting from the merging of a CW and FM-CW peak as determined 

by the algorithm described in the flow chart of Fig. 10. A minimum amount of updates will have 

to be received by those new tracks in order to be declared as firm tracks.

[0117] As indicated previously, track records, which only contain one type of peaks, either CW 

or FM-CW peaks, can only be given one association gate and therefore only receive an update 

from the corresponding kind of peak. Track records which consist of both CW and FM-CW are 

given two association gates and can so be updated by both a CW and a FM-CW. When both 

classes of peaks are assigned to the track, the unambiguous range and velocity 

measurements can be derived according to equations (6)/(7) and (8). If only one kind of peak 

is received by the track, it will still be possible to derive an unambiguous range and velocity 

measurement for the given iteration by using, as an estimate for the missing peak frequency, 

the peak frequency employed to build the association gate, which summarizes the past history 

of CW and FM-CW peak frequencies assigned to the track. By doing so, more robustness and 

efficient use of the transmitted power can be achieved. At this point, step 6, the updating of the 

track records containing both CW and FM-CW peaks would be finished.

[0118] Regarding those track records consisting of only peaks of one type, the routine will try 

at any point to find which pair of CW and FM-CW track records is originated from the same 

object. In order to achieve this, the measurement histories of the track records exclusively 

consisting of CW peaks will be compared with those of the track records exclusively consisting 

of FM-CW peaks, step 7. In principle, only the histories of azimuth and elevation 

measurements, which will be the same if two tracks are generated by same object, can be 
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compared, but depending on the degree of range-velocity coupling existing in the system 

(which is a function of the parameters of the FM-CW waveform, this is, ramp duration and 

frequency sweep) it could also be feasible to directly compare the history of velocity 

measurements of the CW track with that of the FM-CW track derived from the first derivative of 

its history of peak frequencies.

[0119] If according to the above criterion, a pair of track records consisting respectively of only 

CW and FM-CW peaks is found to correspond to the same object, their track measurements 

are merged in step 8 in the same fashion as before and a new track record is created with 

unambiguous range and velocity measurements, which substitutes the previous two. In the 

next iteration of the algorithm, this new track record will be able to generate both CW and FM- 

CW association gates and therefore accept both CW and FM-CW peaks.

[0120] Once all tracks have been updated, the routine can send the updated measurements of 

each firm track to another device or algorithm for further processing or presentation to a user, 

step 12. In principle only information from firm tracks containing both CW and FM-CW peaks 

will be regarded as valid, since these will be the only ones having accurate unambiguous range 

and velocity measurements.

[0121] While the invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to 

particular embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various changes in 

form and details may be made therein without departing from the scope of the invention, and it 

is intended that such changes come within the scope of the following claims.
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PATENTKRAV

1. Radarsystem til at detektere ét eller flere objekter, hvor systemet omfatter:

en radarbølgetransmitter (110) til at transmittere et CW-radarsignal og et FM-CW- 

radarsignal,

en første, anden og tredje radarbølgemodtager (120) til at modtage CW- og FM-CW- 

radarsignaler, som er reflekteret af ét eller flere objekter, der er til stede inden for et de- 

tektionsområde af radarsystemet,

en første, anden og tredje CW-blander til at blande CW-transmissionssignaler og re

flekterede CW-signaler, som er modtaget af den henholdsvis første, anden og tredje mod

tager, for at danne ét eller flere tilsvarende første, anden og tredje CW-stødsignaler, hvor 

ethvert første, andet og tredje CW-stødsignal vedrører hastigheden af et objekt,

en første, anden og tredje FM-CW-blander til at blande FM-CW-transmissionssignaler 

og reflekterede FM-CW-signaler, som er modtaget af den henholdsvis første, anden og 

tredje modtager, for at danne ét eller flere tilsvarende første, anden og tredje FM-CW- 

stødsignaler, hvor ethvert første, andet og tredje FM-CW-stødsignal vedrører afstanden til 

og hastigheden af et objekt,

hvor mindst to modtagere er arrangeret langs en første modtagerretning, og mindst 

to modtagere er arrangeret langs en anden modtagerretning, hvor den første modtager

retning er forskellig fra den anden modtagerretning,

hvor radarsystemet ydermere omfatter et fasedetektionsmiddel til at detektere fase

forskelle mellem tilsvarende reflekterede CW- eller FM-CW-radarsignaler, hvor

fasedetektionsmidlet er indrettet til at bestemme en første faseforskel mellem tilsva

rende reflekterede CW- eller FM-CW-radarsignaler, som er modtaget af de mindst to ra- 

darbølgemodtagere, der er arrangeret langs den første modtagerretning, hvor den første 

faseforskel vedrører en første objektvinkelretning, og

hvor fasedetektionsmidlet er indrettet til at bestemme en anden faseforskel mellem 

tilsvarende reflekterede CW- eller FM-CW-radarsignaler, som er modtaget af de mindst to 

radarbølgemodtagere, der er arrangeret langs den anden modtagerretning, hvor den an

den faseforskel vedrører en anden objektvinkelretning,

hvor radarsystemet ydermere omfatter et middel, som er indrettet til at oprette og 

opretholde én eller flere CW-historikker, der svarer til ét eller flere objekter, hvor hver hi

storik omfatter et antal detekterede CW-spidsfrekvenser som en funktion af tid og yderme

re indeholder information om første og anden vinkelretninger som en funktion af tid be

stemt på baggrund af målinger af tilsvarende første og anden faseforskelle, og/eller

hvor radarsystemet ydermere omfatter et middel, som er indrettet til at oprette og 

opretholde én eller flere FM-CW-historikker, der svarer til ét eller flere objekter, hvor hver 

historik omfatter et antal detekterede FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser som en funktion af tid og 

ydermere indeholder information om første og anden vinkelretninger som en funktion af tid 

bestemt på baggrund af målinger af tilsvarende første og anden faseforskelle.
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2. Radarsystem ifølge krav 1, som ydermere omfatter:

en fjerde radiobølgemodtager til at modtage reflekterede CW- og FM-CW- 

radarsignaler,

en fjerde CW-blander til at blande CW-transmissionssignaler og reflekterede CW- 

signaler, der er modtaget af den fjerde modtager, for at danne ét eller flere CW- 

stødsignaler, hvor ethvert fjerde CW-stødsignal vedrører hastigheden af et objekt, og

en fjerde FM-CW-blander til at blande FM-CW-transmissionssignaler og reflekterede 

FM-CW-signaler, som er modtaget af den fjerde modtager, for at danne ét eller flere FM- 

CW-stødsignaler, hvor ethvert fjerde FM-CW-stødsignal vedrører afstanden til og hastighe

den af et objekt.

3. Radarsystem ifølge krav 1 eller 2, hvor der for hver CW-blander er tilsvarende 

transformationsmidler til at udføre Fouriertransformationen af stødsignalet/-erne fra CW- 

blanderen, og hvor der for hver FM-CW-blander er tilsvarende transformationsmidler til at 

udføre Fouriertransformationen af stødsignalet/-erne fra FM-CW-blanderen.

4. Radarsystem ifølge krav 3, som ydermere omfatter et middel til at summere de 

Fouriertransformerede udlæsninger, der svarer til hver af CW-blanderne, og til at bestem

me et antal CW-spidsfrekvenser fra de summerede Fouriertransformerede CW-signaler.

5. Radarsystem ifølge krav 3 eller 4, der ydermere omfatter et middel til at summere 

de Fouriertransformerede udlæsninger, der svarer til hver af FM-CW-blanderne, og til at 

bestemme et antal FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser fra de summerede Fouriertransformerede FM- 

CW-signaler.

6. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-5, hvor fasedetektionsmidlet 

er indrettet til at bestemme den første faseforskel fra mindst to Fouriertransformerede 

udlæsninger, som repræsenterer CW- eller FM-CW-signalerne, der svarer til de mindst to 

modtagere, som er arrangeret langs den første modtagerretning, og hvor fasedetektions

midlet er indrettet til at bestemme den anden faseforskel fra mindst to Fouriertransforme

rede udlæsninger, som repræsenterer CW- eller FM-CW-signalerne, der svarer til de 

mindst to modtagere, som er arrangeret langs den anden modtagerretning.

7. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-6, hvor den første og anden 

modtagerretning er i det væsentlige vinkelrette på hinanden.

8. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-7, hvor mindst to modtagere 

er arrangeret vandret ved siden af hinanden, hvorved en detekteret tids- eller faseforskel 

mellem tilsvarende radarsignaler, der er modtaget af de to vandret arrangerede modtage

re, vedrører en azimutfaseforskel.

9. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-8, hvor mindst to modtagere 

er arrangeret lodret oven på hinanden, hvorved en detekteret tids- eller faseforskel mellem 

tilsvarende radarsignaler, som er modtaget af de to lodret arrangerede modtagere, vedrø

rer en højdefa sefors kel.

10. Radarsystem ifølge krav 2 og 9, hvor den første og anden modtager er arrange-
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ret vandret ved siden af hinanden, og hvor den tredje og fjerde modtager er arrangeret 

vandret ved siden af hinanden, hvor den tredje og fjerde modtager er arrangeret lodret 

under den henholdsvis første og anden modtager.

11. Radarsystem ifølge krav 6 og 10, hvor fasedetektionsmidlet er indrettet til at be

stemme en azimutfaseforskel mellem summen af de to Fouriertransformerede udlæsnin

ger, der svarer til den første og tredje modtager, og summen af de to Fouriertransforme

rede udlæsninger, som svarer til den anden og fjerde modtager.

12. Radarsystem ifølge krav 6 og krav 10 eller 11, hvor fasedetektionsmidlet er ind

rettet til at bestemme en højdefa sefors kel mellem summen af de to Fouriertransformerede 

udlæsninger, der svarer til den første og anden modtager, og summen af de to Fouri

ertransformerede udlæsninger, som svarer til den tredje og fjerde modtager.

13. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-12, hvor fasedetektionsmid

let er indrettet til at bestemme første og anden faseforskelle for Fouriertransformerede 

udlæsninger, som svarer til en udvalgt CW-spidsfrekvens, og for Fouriertransformerede 

udlæsninger, der svarer til en udvalgt FM-CW-spidsfrekvens.

14. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-13, hvor FM-CW-signalet er 

et rampemoduleret signal.

15. Radarsystem ifølge krav 14, hvor det rampemodulerede signal har en bølgeform 

som en opadgående rampe med en stigning i frekvens i løbet af perioden af den opadgå

ende rampe eller bølgeform som en nedadgående rampe med en aftagning i frekvens i 

løbet af perioden af den nedadgående rampe.

16. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-15, hvor FM-CW- 

radarsignalet har en trekantformet bølgeform, hvor perioder af opadgående ramper har en 

stigning i frekvens, og perioder af nedadgående ramper har en aftagning i frekvens.

17. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-16, der ydermere omfatter 

et middel til at bestemme en objekthastighed eller en relativ objekthastighed af ét eller 

flere objekter på baggrund af mindst en del af de dannede CW-stødsignaler.

18. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-17, som ydermere omfatter 

et middel til at bestemme en CW-objekthastighed på baggrund af en udvalgt CW- 

spidsfrekvens, hvor CW-objekthastigheden svarer til hastigheden eller den relative ha

stighed af et objekt, der tilvejebringer en Dopplerfrekvens, som svarer til den valgte CW- 

spidsfrekvens.

19. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-18, hvor radarbølgetrans- 

mitteren er indrettet til at transmittere et FM-CW-radarsignal, som har en trekantbølge

form, og i hvilket frekvensen øges med en given første rate og aftager med den første ra

te, og hvor radarsystemet omfatter:

et middel til at udvælge fra de bestemte FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser et par af FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvenser, der svarer til på hinanden følgende opadgående og nedadgående ramper 

af det transmitterede FM-CW-signal,
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et middel til at bestemme en FM-CW-objekthastighed på baggrund af det udvalgte 

par af FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser,

et middel til at sammenligne den bestemte FM-CW-objekthastighed med én eller fle

re bestemte CW-objekthastigheder for derved at opnå en CW-spidsfrekvens, som svarer til 

det udvalgte par af FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser, og

et middel til at bestemme en objektafstand ud fra det udvalgte par af FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvenser eller ud fra den tilsvarende CW-spidsfrekvens og mindst én af det udvalgte 

par af FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser.

20. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-19, som ydermere omfatter 

et middel til på baggrund af en udvalgt historik, der indeholder CW- 

spidsfrekvensinformation og information om første og anden vinkelretninger som funktion 

af tid, at forudsige for et objekt, som svarer til den udvalgte historik, forventede CW- 

spidsfrekvenser og første og anden vinkelinformationer på et påkrævet tidspunkt efter 

tidspunktet af den senest lagrede spidsfrekvensinformation af den udvalgte historik.

21. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-20, som ydermere omfatter 

et middel til på baggrund af en udvalgt historik, der indeholder FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvensinformation og information om første og anden vinkelretninger som funktion 

af tid, at forudsige for et objekt, som svarer til den udvalgte historik, forventede FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvenser og første og anden vinkelinformationer på et påkrævet tidspunkt efter 

tidspunktet af den senest lagrede spidsfrekvensinformation af den udvalgte historik.

22. Radarsystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-21 ydermere omfattende et 

middel til at udvælge fra CW-historikkerne og FM-CW-historikkerne ét eller flere par af CW- 

og FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser, som har tilsvarende første og anden vinkelretninger eller til

svarende azimut- og højdevinkler, og til at bestemme ud fra et opnået par af CW- og FM- 

CW-spidsfrekvenser en objekthastighed og en tilsvarende objektafstand.

23. Radarsystem ifølge krav 19 eller 22, som ydermere omfatter et middel til at op

rette og opretholde én eller flere historikker, som indeholder kombineret CW- og FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvensinformation som en funktion af tid for ét eller flere objekter, der har en ha

stighed og en afstand, som er bestemt fra et par af tidligere målte CW- og/eller FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvenser, der har tilsvarende hastigheder.

24. Radarsystem ifølge krav 23 ydermere omfattende et middel til på baggrund af en 

udvalgt historik, der indeholder kombineret CW- og FM-CW-spidsfrekvensinformation som 

en funktion af tid, at forudsige for et objekt, som svarer til den udvalgte historik, forvente

de CW- og FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser på et påkrævet tidspunkt efter tidspunktet af den se

nest lagrede spidsfrekvensinformation af den udvalgte historik.

25. Radarsystem ifølge krav 22, som ydermere omfatter et middel til at oprette og 

opretholde én eller flere historikker, der indeholder kombineret CW- og FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvensinformation og information om første og anden vinkelretninger som en funk

tion af tid, for ét eller flere objekter, som har en hastighed og en afstand, som er bestemt
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fra et par af tidligere målte CW- og/eller FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser, der har tilsvarende første 

og anden vinkelretninger.

26.Radarsystem ifølge krav 25, der ydermere omfatter et middel til på baggrund af 

en udvalgt historik, som indeholder kombineret CW- og FM-CW-spidsfrekvensinformation 

og information om første og anden vinkelretninger som en funktion af tid, at forudsige for 

et objekt, som svarer til den udvalgte historik, forventede CW- og FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser 

og information om første og anden vinkelretninger på et påkrævet tidspunkt efter tids

punktet af den senest lagrede spidsfrekvensinformation af den udvalgte historik.

TJ. Fremgangsmåde til at detektere ét eller flere objekter, hvor fremgangsmåden 

omfatter:

at transmittere et CW-radarsignal og et FM-CW-radarsignal samtidig,

at modtage ved hjælp af en første, en anden og en tredje radarbølgemodtager (120) 

CW- og FM-CW-radarsignaler, som er blevet reflekteret af ét eller flere objekter, der er til 

stede inden for et detektionsområde af radarsystemet,

at blande ved hjælp af en første, en anden og en tredje CW-blander CW- 

transmissionssignaler og reflekterede CW-signaler, som er modtaget af den henholdsvis 

første, anden og tredje modtager, for at danne ét eller flere tilsvarende første, anden og 

tredje CW-stødsignaler, hvor ethvert første, andet og tredje CW-stødsignal vedrører ha

stigheden af et objekt,

at blande ved hjælp af en første, en anden og en tredje FM-CW-blander FM-CW- 

transmissionssignaler og reflekterede FM-CW-signaler, som er modtaget af den henholds

vis første, anden og tredje modtager, for at danne ét eller flere tilsvarende første, anden 

og tredje FM-CW-stødsignaler, hvor ethvert første, andet og tredje FM-CW-stødsignal ved

rører afstanden og hastigheden af et objekt,

hvor mindst to modtagere er arrangeret langs en første modtagerretning, og mindst 

to modtagere er arrangeret langs en anden modtagerretning, hvor den første modtager

retning er forskellig fra den anden modtagerretning,

hvor fremgangsmåden ydermere omfatter at detektere faseforskelle mellem tilsva

rende reflekterede CW- eller FM-CW-radarsignaler, som er modtaget af mindst to forskelli

ge radarbølgemodtagere,

hvor bestemmelsen af faseforskelle omfatter at bestemme en første faseforskel mel

lem tilsvarende reflekterede CW- eller FM-CW-radarsignaler, som er modtaget af de mindst 

to radarbølgemodtagere, der er arrangeret langs den første modtagerretning, hvor den 

første faseforskel vedrører en første objektvinkelretning, og

hvor bestemmelsen af faseforskelle omfatter at bestemme en anden faseforskel mel

lem tilsvarende reflekterede CW- eller FM-CW-radarsignaler, som er modtaget af de mindst 

to radarbølgemodtagere, der er arrangeret langs den anden modtagerretning, hvor den 

anden faseforskel vedrører en anden objektvinkelretning,

hvor fremgangsmåden ydermere omfatter
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at oprette og at opretholde én eller flere CW-historikker, der svarer til ét eller flere 

objekter, hvor hver historik omfatter et antal detekterede CW-spidsfrekvenser som en 

funktion af tid og ydermere indeholder information om første og anden vinkelretninger som 

en funktion af tid bestemt på baggrund af målinger af tilsvarende første og anden fasefor

skelle, og/eller

at oprette og at opretholde én eller flere FM-CW-historikker, der svarer til ét eller fle

re objekter, hvor hver historik omfatter et antal detekterede FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser som 

en funktion af tid og ydermere indeholder information om første og anden vinkelretninger 

som en funktion af tid bestemt på baggrund af målinger af tilsvarende første og anden 

faseforskelle.

28. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 27, som ydermere omfatter

at modtage reflekterede CW- og FM-CW-radarsignaler ved hjælp af en fjerde radio

bølgemodtager,

ved hjælp af en fjerde CW-blander at blande CW-transmissionssignaler og reflektere

de CW-signaler, der er modtaget af den fjerde modtager, for at danne ét eller flere CW- 

stødsignaler, hvor ethvert fjerde CW-stødsignal vedrører hastigheden af et objekt, og

ved hjælp af en fjerde FM-CW-blander at blande FM-CW-transmissionssignaler og re

flekterede FM-CW-signaler, som er modtaget af den fjerde modtager, for at danne ét eller 

flere FM-CW-stødsignaler, hvor ethvert fjerde FM-CW-stødsignal vedrører afstanden til og 

hastigheden af et objekt.

29. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et krav 27 eller 26, som ydermere omfatter: at bestemme 

en objekthastighed eller en relativ objekthastighed af ét eller flere objekter på baggrund af 

mindst en del af de dannede CW-stødsignaler.

30. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 27-29 ydermere omfat

tende:

udføre Fouriertransformationen af stødsignalerne fra hver CW-blander og at udføre 

Fouriertransformationen af stødsignalerne fra hver FM-CW-blander.

31. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 30, der ydermere omfatter:

at summere de Fouriertransformerede udlæsninger, der svarer til hver af CW- 

blanderne, og til at bestemme et antal FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser fra de summerede Fouri

ertransformerede CW-signaler, og

at summere de Fouriertransformerede udlæsninger, der svarer til hver af FM-CW- 

blanderne, og til at bestemme et antal FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser fra de summerede Fouri

ertransformerede FM-CW-signaler.

32. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 31, som ydermere omfatter:

at bestemme en CW-objekthastighed på baggrund af en udvalgt CW-spidsfrekvens, 

hvor CW-objekthastigheden svarer til hastigheden eller den relative hastighed af et objekt, 

der tilvejebringer en Dopplerfrekvens, som svarer til den udvalgt CW-spidsfrekvens.

33. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 32, hvor det transmitterede FM-CW-radarsignal har
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en trekantbølgeform, hvor frekvensen øges med en given første rate og aftager med den 

første rate, og hvor fremgangsmåden ydermere omfatter:

at udvælge fra de bestemte FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser et par af FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvenser, der svarer til på hinanden følgende opadgående og nedadgående ramper 

af det transmitterede FM-CW-signal,

at bestemme en FM-CW-objekthastighed på baggrund af det udvalgte par af FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvenser,

at sammenligne den bestemte FM-CW-objekthastighed med én eller flere bestemte 

CW-objekthastigheder for derved at opnå en CW-spidsfrekvens, som svarer til det udvalgte 

par af FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser, og

at bestemme en objektafstand ud fra det udvalgte par af FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser el

ler ud fra den tilsvarende CW-spidsfrekvens og mindst én af det udvalgte par af FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvenser.

34. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 27-33, hvor detektionen 

af faseforskelle omfatter at bestemme den første faseforskel fra mindst to Fouriertransfor- 

merede udlæsninger, som repræsenterer CW- eller FM-CW-signalerne, der svarer til de 

mindst to modtagere, som er arrangeret langs den første modtagerretning, og ydermere 

omfatter at bestemme den anden faseforskel fra mindst to Fouriertransformerede udlæs

ninger, som repræsenterer CW- eller FM-CW-signalerne, der svarer til de mindst to modta

gere, som er arrangeret langs den anden modtagerretning.

35. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 27-34, hvor detektionen 

af faseforskelle omfatter at bestemme første og anden faseforskelle for Fouriertransforme

rede udlæsninger, som svarer til en udvalgt CW-spidsfrekvens, og for Fouriertransformere

de udlæsninger, der svarer til en udvalgt FM-CW-spidsfrekvens.

36. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 27-35, som ydermere om

fatter at forudsige på baggrund af en udvalgt historik, der indeholder CW- 

spidsfrekvensinformation og information om første og anden vinkelretninger som funktion 

af tid, for et objekt, som svarer til den udvalgte historik, forventede CW-spidsfrekvenser 

og første og anden vinkelinformationer på et påkrævet tidspunkt efter tidspunktet af den 

senest lagrede spidsfrekvensinformation af den udvalgte historik.

37. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 27-36, som ydermere om

fatter at forudsige på baggrund af en udvalgt historik, der indeholder FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvensinformation og information om første og anden vinkelretninger som funktion 

af tid, for et objekt, som svarer til den udvalgte historik, forventede FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvenser og første og anden vinkelinformationer på et påkrævet tidspunkt efter 

tidspunktet af den senest lagrede spidsfrekvensinformation af den udvalgte historik.

38. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 27-37, der ydermere om

fatter:

at udvælge fra CW-historikkerne og FM-CW-historikkerne ét eller flere par af CW- og
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FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser, som har tilsvarende første og anden vinkelretninger, og at be

stemme ud fra et opnået par af CW- og FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser en objekthastighed og en 

tilsvarende objektafstand.

39. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 33 eller 38, som ydermere omfatter:

at oprette og opretholde én eller flere historikker, som indeholder kombineret CW- 

og FM-CW-spidsfrekvensinformation som en funktion af tid for ét eller flere objekter, der 

har en hastighed og en afstand, som er bestemt fra et par af tidligere målte CW- og/eller 

FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser, der har tilsvarende hastigheder.

40. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 39, der ydermere omfatter at forudsige på baggrund 

af en udvalgt historik, der indeholder kombineret CW- og FM-CW-spidsfrekvensinformation 

som en funktion af tid, for et objekt, som svarer til den udvalgte historik, forventede CW- 

og FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser på et påkrævet tidspunkt efter tidspunktet af den senest lagre

de spidsfrekvensinformation af den udvalgte historik.

41. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 38, som ydermere omfatter:

at oprette og opretholde én eller flere historikker, der indeholder kombineret CW- og 

FM-CW-spidsfrekvensinformation og information om første og anden vinkelretninger som 

en funktion af tid, for ét eller flere objekter, som har en hastighed og en afstand, som er 

bestemt fra et par af tidligere målte CW- og/eller FM-CW-spidsfrekvenser, der har tilsva

rende første og anden vinkelretninger.

42. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 41 ydermere omfattende at forudsige på baggrund 

af en udvalgt historik, som indeholder kombineret CW- og FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvensinformation og information om første og anden vinkelretninger som en funk

tion af tid, for et objekt, som svarer til den udvalgte historik, forventede CW- og FM-CW- 

spidsfrekvenser og information om første og anden vinkelretninger på et påkrævet tids

punkt efter tidspunktet af den senest lagrede spidsfrekvensinformation af den udvalgte 

historik.
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